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Abstract
In the family S of normalized, univalent functions, an omitted point in F S is a complex number w0, such that there
is at least one function f2F, satisfying
f(z) 6= w0 for all jzj<1:
Let a set of m distinct complex numbers w1; w2; : : : ; wm all 6= 0, be given such that 06argw1<argw2<   <argwm<2.
The tuple (w1; w2; : : : ; wm) shall be called an omitted tuple for F if there exists at least one f2F such that f(z) 6= wi,
8i = 1; 2; : : : ; m and all jzj<1. In this paper we shall be concerned with the question whether (t w1; t w2; : : : ; t wm), t an
arbitrary positive number, is an omitted tuple in S or not, more precisely the number of functions omitting the tuple for
dierent values of t. An answer to this question in full generality will not be oered, but some partial results are given.
Moreover, two subfamilies where complete solutions are obtained, are briey mentioned. c© 1999 Published by Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The investigations in the present paper deal with problems in the family S of normalized univalent
functions
f(z) = z + a2z2 +   + anzn +    ; jzj<1; (1)
or in subfamilies F of S. More precisely it will have to do with omitted points and omitted tuples
for such families.
An omitted point in the family F S is a complex number w0, such that there is at least one
function f2F, satisfying
f(z) 6= w0 for all jzj<1;
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or equivalently, since we shall use D to denote the open unit disk:
w0 62f(D) for at least one f2F: (2)
It is a well-known fact since Bieberbach [2] that the set of all omitted points in S is the set given
by jwj> 14 . Here 14 is the famous Koebe constant.
An omitted n-tuple in the family F S is an n-tuple (w1; w2; : : : ; wn) of distinct complex numbers,
such that
wk 62f(D); k = 1; 2; : : : ; n; (3)
for at least one f2F. The tuple is not an ordered tuple, since switching the order does not change
the validity of (3).
From the Koebe{Bieberbach theorem it follows immediately that any tuple where at least one wk
is such that jwk j< 14 cannot be an omitted tuple for S (or for any subfamily of S).
On the other hand, if all jwk j>1, then the tuple is an omitted tuple, since all points wk are omitted
by the function f(z) = z.
2. The probelm eld
We prefer the phrase \problem eld" in the heading since the problem to be stated will not be
generally solved, but will give rise to some partial answers which may be of interest in themselves.
Until further notice the reference family shall be the family S itself.
Let a set of m distinct complex numbers w1; w2; : : : ; wm, all 6= 0, be given such that 06argw1<
argw2<   <argwm<2.
Let t denote an arbitrary positive number. Then the tuple
(tw1; t w2; : : : ; t wm) = t(w1; w2; : : : ; wm) (4)
shall be called a permitted tuple.
The family of tuples (4) to be studied, is obtained by letting t vary over the positive numbers
R+. We shall in particular be concerned with the question whether (4) is an omitted tuple in S or
not. From the nal remark in Section 1 we know that (4) is an omitted tuple if t is suciently
large (t>1= minjwk j) and not an omitted tuple if t is suciently small (t<1=(4 minjwk j)). The
question about what happens for t-values inbetween is generally a dicult one. Nevertheless, we
shall formulate the following problem, where we, as an answer to the question \how many" will
have to accept also 0 and 1 as answers:
How many functions f2 S will, for the dierent values of t, omit a permitted tuple
(tw1; t w2; : : : ; t wm)?
We already known that the number is 0 if t<1=(4 minjwk j), and not 0 for (t>1= minjwk j). Actually,
in the last case the number is innity which may be justied by referring to the functions





and their rotations e−igM (eiz), where K is the Koebe function and 1<M<t minjwk j.
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Example 1. For m = 1 the problem is completely solved:
 For t<1=(4jw1j) there is no f2 S omitting tw1.
 For t = 1=(4jw1j) there is exactly one f0 2 S omitting tw1: f0(z) = z=(1 + ( w1=jw1j)z)2.
 For t>1=(4jw1j) there is an innity of functions f2 S omitting tw1, for instance functions
obtained by dilation of f0.
Example 2. Already the case m = 2 is dicult. In a somewhat dierent setting it is dealt with in
two papers by Kuz’mina [6, 7], see also [8, 4]. In the present example we shall restrict ourselves
to the case argw2 = argw1 + , i.e. the case where m = 2, and where w1 and w2 are located on
one and the same line through the origin, on opposite sides. Without loss of generality, this line
may be assumed to be the real axis. Therefore, let w1 = p, w2 = −q, where p>0 and q>0. Let
t>0 be such that the pair (tp;−tq) is an omitted pair and f be a function such that tp 62f(D),
−tq 62f(D). Then, by a suitable omitted value transformation [3, p. 27] we nd a function, for
which −tpq=(p + q) is an omitted value.
By using Example 1 we then easily nd
1. For t<(p + q)=4pq there is no function f in S such that tp 62f(D) and −tq 62f(D).
2. For t = (p + q)=4pq, there is a unique function
f(z) =
z
1− 2((p− q)=(p + q))z + z2 (5)
in S, omitting the values tp and −tq. It maps D one-to-one onto the complement of two rays, both
on the real axis, one from (p + q)=4q to 1 along the positive real axis, one from −(p + q)=4p
to −1 along the negative real axis.
3. For t>(p + q)=4pq there is an innity of functions f for which tp 62f(D) and −tq 62f(D).
Details are omitted.
Remark. G.V. Kuz’mina has studied a general case of omitted pairs in S and in the family of
starlike functions in S, and has solved a problem equivalent to the one studied in the present paper.
In the S-case the solutions involve Jacobian elliptic functions.
In the examples we have seen so far, there has been a t(0) such that
1. For t<t(0) the number of functions omitting the tuple t(w1; : : : ; wm) is 0.
2. For t = t(0) the number of functions omitting the tuple t(w1; : : : ; wm) is exactly 1.
3. For t>t(0) the number of functions omitting the tuple t(w1; : : : ; wm) is 1.
It is a natural question to ask whether or not this property (or some related property) holds more
generally in S. An answer to this question in full generality will not be oered in the present paper.
The question will be raised and answered for two subfamilies of S. Until further notice, however,
we are working in the family S itself. Inspired by the examples the following denitions seem
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appropriate:
For a given permitted tuple, dene
t(0) = sup
(
t: The number of functions omitting





t: The number of functions omitting





t: The number of functions omitting





t: The number of functions omitting
(w1; : : : ; wm) for all 2 (t;1) is 1

: (6)
We recall that we generally know that in S the set of t-values with number of functions equal to
0 or to 1 both are 6= ;, and even that the sets in the denitions of t(0) and t(0) are not empty. We
obviously have
t(0)6t6t6t(0): (7)
In the examples we have seen so far the four numbers dened above coincide.
3. A general result in S
Proposition 1. The tuple t(w1; : : : ; wm) is an omitted tuple in S.
Proof. By the denition of t there is a sequence ftng of t-values, such that
 tn>t
 limn!1 tn = t
 tn(w1; : : : ; wm) is an omitted tuple in S.
If tn = t for some n, there is nothing to prove. Assume in the following that tn>t. Without loss
of generality, we may assume the sequence to be monotone.
Take for each n a function fn 2 S, such that fn(z) 6= tnwk ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; m for all z 2D. Since
S is a compact family, we may nd a subsequence ffng, converging locally uniformly in D to a
function f in S. Let for each 
G = fn(D):
Then, by Carathodorys theorem we have
G ! G = f(D) where ! denotes kernel convergence:
Assume that for some wk , say w1, we have tw1 2G. Since G is open, there exist an >0 such that
D2 = fw: jw − tw1j<2g
is contained in G.
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By the denition of the kernel, it then follows that the compact disk
D = fw: jw − tw1j6g
is contained in all but a nite number of G’s. Thus, there is a 1 such that
DG for all >1:
On the other hand, since tn ! t as n !1, there is a 2 such that
tnw1 2D for all >2:
Take a 0>max(1; 2). We then have tnw1 2G which contradicts the assumption that tn(w1; : : : ; wm)
is an omitted tuple in S. Thus, t(w1; : : : ; wm) is an omitted tuple for f, and therefore an omitted
tuple in S.
Corollary 1. The tuple t(0)(w1; : : : ; wm) is an omitted tuple in S.
Proof. Replace  by (0) in the above proof. All arguments hold.
Remark. In Section 4 we shall see, by using a result of Grotzsch on transnite diameter, that there
is only one function in S omitting t(w1; : : : ; wm).
Let ](t) denote the number of functions omitting the tuple t(w1; : : : ; wm).
Proposition 2.
t1<t2 ) ](t1)6](t2): (8)
Remark. The proposition gives a monotonicity property of the ]-function, and it follows immediately
that there can be no gap between t(0) and t() or between t and t(0), hence
t(0) = t and t = t(0): (9)
Proof. Assume that (w1; w2; : : : ; wm) is a permitted tuple and that f2 S is such that wk 62f(D) for
k = 1; 2; : : : ; m. Then for all r 2 (0; 1)
1
r




Thus, 1=r(w1; : : : ; wm) is omitted by the function (1=r)f(rz), and hence an omitted tuple in S. This
shows that the number of functions in S omitting (1=r)(w1; : : : ; wm) is at least as large as the number
of functions omitting (w1; : : : ; wm).
Remark 1. As earlier seen we have
t6t:
If we restrict the considerations (denitions as well as the problem) to the family St of starlike
functions in S, the situation is substantially simpler. By using dilation and the result of Grotzsch,
we easily nd the result in S with the additional property that
t = t:
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Remark 2. We shall briey mention a subfamily of S for which the problem in the paper, slightly
modied, can be completely solved for m = 2. The family SM, introduced in [9] and studied in
[10], consists of all functions in S for which the complement of f(D) is a halfplane or is located
on a line (and hence consists of one or two rays on that line). First, we leave out the half-plane
case, where f(z) = z=(1− eiz).
By rotation we may, without loss of generality, assume that the line is parallel to the imaginary
axis and located in the right half plane.
Then, if wl and ws are the slit endpoints for such a function f2SM, we know that R efwlg =










By using this, one can easily prove the following:
Let w1 and w2 be complex numbers with R efw1g= R efw2g= b>0; Imfw1g<Imfw2g. Then
the following holds if t<1=2b:
 For t<(1=2b)cos((argw2 − argw1)=2) there is no function in SM omitting (tw1; t w2).
 For t = (1=2b)cos((argw2 − argw1)=2) there is exactly one function in SM omitting (tw1; t w2).
 For t>(1=2b)cos((argw2 − argw1)=2) there is an innity of functions in SM omitting (tw1; t w2).
For the halfplane case, if t=1=2b there is exactly one function omitting (tw1; t w2)(f(z)=z=(1+z)),
if t>1=2b there is an innity (seen by rotating the halfplane).
4. A uniqueness question
In paper [5], Grotzsch raised the following problem (slightly rephrased for our purpose):
Let !k; k = 1; 2; : : : ; m + 1, be distinct points in the complex plane. Let C be a continuum in the
plane, containing all the points !k and such that the complement 
 is a simply connected region
in the extended plane (the Riemann sphere).
Let
 = (!) = ! + d0 +
d−1
!
+    (11)
map 
 one-to-one and conformally onto the region jj>r. (For a given C, the function (11) and r
are uniquely determined.)
Find a particular C and the corresponding function (11) making r as small as possible.
Grotzsch proves, among other things, the following:
As 
 runs through all permitted regions, the inmum inf
fr: j(!)j>r; all !2
g is a mini-
mum, denoted by r. The corresponding function
 = (!) = ! + d0 +
d−1
!
+   
which maps a particular region 
 onto jj>r is unique. Keep in mind that !k 62
; k=1; 2; : : : ; m+1.
In our case we shall assume !m+1 = 0.
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In order to use this result for our purpose (i.e. the uniqueness of t), we have to normalize and
transform to get a situation in S:










+    (12)
which maps jj>1 one-to-one and conformally onto 
r = 
=r where !k=r 62
r; k = 1; 2; : : : ; m + 1.
Since (12) is in 0 { the class of functions of this form and for which 0 62
r { there is a
one-to-one correspondence with the family S:








It follows that (!k=r)−1 = r=!k 62f(D); k = 1; 2; : : : ; m + 1. By taking !k such that wk = 1=!k; k =
1; 2; : : : ; m + 1; (wm+1 = 1), we then have rwk 62f(D); k = 1; 2; : : : ; m + 1. Therefore, the tuple
r(w1; : : : ; wm) is a permitted tuple. With reference to t in denition (6), it is not hard to see that
the smallest of all r’s is r = t, and according to Grotzsch this value corresponds to a unique
function. Thus, the uniqueness promised in Section 3 is established.
5. Remarks
In connection with the problems discussed in the present paper one may easily come up with
false guesses about the functions associated with the t-value t.
Very useful in weeding out such guesses is a paper by Barnard [1]. His paper deals with mapping
radii, but the results are easily carried over to our \t-problem". He studies the functions in S, where
f(D) has a boundary containing piecewise analytic slits. He obtains criteria for this type of domain
to be locally varied on the boundary to produce a domain of larger mapping radius. More precisely
he proves that if the slit contains a point where the two opposite normals exist and have unequal
lengths, then it can be varied locally (by a Julia variation) to produce a domain of strictly larger
mapping radius. He also points out the following:
If a boundary slit L where L=f(l1) =f(l2); l1; l2 being subarcs of @D corresponding to the two
sides of L, satises
jf0(z)j= jf0()j; z 2 l1; 2 l2; f(z) = f();
then the arcs l1 and l2 are of equal length. In such a case the result about local variation is not
applicable. An illuminating example is the function
f(z) =
z(1− ((1 + ei)=2)z)
(1− z)2 ; (13)
mapping D onto the complement of a ray from − 14 − i sin =(4(1− cos )) through − 12 to 1. Here
the endpoints of l1 and l2 are z = 1 and z = e−i. It follows that l1 = l2 i  = , in which case the
ray is pointing to the origin, and f(z) is the Koebe function. In all other cases of f(z) the result
about local variation is applicable.
Let us nally make some comments on Example 2, Section 2. Simple computations shows that
the edges of the slit from (p+q)=4q to 1 along the positive real axis have endpoints e−iv; 1; eiv, and
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that the two edges of the slit from −(p + q)=4p to 1 along the negative real axis have endpoints
eiv;−1; e−iv. In both cases the arcs are (pairwise) of equal length. This can of course be seen
in advance without any computation. If the arcs had been of dierent length, the result on local
variation would have been applicable, contrary to what we know about extremality from Example 2.
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